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About This Content

The second generation EMD GP20 ushered in a new era of turbocharged locomotives on American railroads, and now this
2,000hp heavy freight hauler is available for Train Simulator in Southern Pacific livery.

The EMD GP20 was seen as leading the way in a new age of turbocharged diesel locomotives, even though some of EMD’s
competitors had been experimenting with higher horsepower models several years earlier. In reality, the GP20 only offered a
small increase in horsepower over its predecessor, the GP18, but EMD’s salesmen touted the locomotive’s ability to reduce

consist sizes and maintenance costs, and increase speeds to secure sales.

GP20s could be identified ahead of similar GP7, GP9 and GP18 models by an additional small radiator fan ahead of its large aft
fan, the prominent bulge behind the cab which housed its turbocharger, and a single large exhaust stack.

Of the 260 models built by General Motors’ Electro-Motive Division between November 1959 and April 1962, Southern Pacific
operated 34 locomotives and also took ownership of the four demonstrators originally used by EMD. Many of the locomotives
served reliably for more than 30 years but were less promising for rebuild programmes than other GP classes, and most were

scrapped. However, some can still be seen on short lines today with two models officially preserved.

The EMD GP20 for Train Simulator, developed by Reppo, is available in Southern Pacific livery and features a highly detailed
cab interior with operating switches, advanced and standard driving controls, realistic engine start up procedure, accurately

modelled simulation, engine overheating and working unit selector.

The locomotive is also Quick Drive compatible, giving you the freedom to drive the EMD GP20 on any Quick Drive enabled
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route for Train Simulator, such as those available through Steam. Also included are scenarios specifically for the Donner Pass
route (available separately and required to play these scenarios).

Scenarios

Two scenarios for the Donner Pass route:

Freshly Frozen Norden Waters

Sparks-Reno Shuttle

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out

now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

EMD GP20 in Southern Pacific livery

Quick Drive compatible

Realistic engine start up procedure

Accurately modelled simulation

Working unit selector

Opening interior switch cabinet

Highly detailed cab interior

Advanced and standard driving controls

Scenarios for the Donner Pass route

Download size: 164mb
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I can't understand anything thats happening. My first astronaut didn't die until he had -33 oxygen. I spent all of my space money
on random loot drops and instantly got every item in the game plus multiple copies. I even got items tittled "unnamed Item".

The WORST MOST HORRIBLE PART is how slow the camera movements are. That alone makes this game unplayable. Not
to mention It seems as though some buildings require resources, but dont say it. Sometimes you won't be able to build anything
and you'll have to drop your blue prints, then pick them back up, then not be able to build them again.

If insanity was game, then this would be that game. WHY?!?! WHY!?!?! WHY!!!!!!!!!. i love this serie of Lydie & Sue plus
that old character will show up and a bit of their story. if the new Atelier game are without these character i dont know if i
would continue playing this type of game. From Atelier Sophie until now are my favorite Character.. This games is unfinished
and monotonous :\/. I Can't Escape: Darkness is really made for certain types of people. You will either love it or hate it. It's
cryptic, unfair, mysterious, and confusing. If you're looking for a spooky game to hold your hand, give you hints when you're
stuck, and explain how things work, this is not the game for you.

If you can handle repeatedly dying for experimentation and accept that the real fun is within exploring and the secrets inherent
in the levels and not in the story, this is a damn good game that always has another facet to ponder.

Has a old-school vibe to it, both in the graphics and the approach (basically unguided, screw yourself if you want).

My only real gripe beyond this is that the controls earn't great. Particularly, the whole space vs F right hand left hand thing and
the q and e to turn instead of following the mouse or something.

Overall, I wish more games were made like this.. Positives: So far I really like this concept (just finished ACT 1). The game
plays like a story, although you are allowed free roam of the area and uncover stories about each character. You find clues and
notes around the house and every note is voice acted. You also have control of time so that you can rewind and watch scenes
playout. The acting is well done and the animation is impressive. It's really quite a great idea for a game, and well excuted.

Negatives: The game, even on highest graphical setting, seems a bit blurry / not quite clear. I'm hoping this can be addressed.
My changes to graphical settings appear to not save as well after restarting the game.

The game doesn't appear in my VR games list and thus I can't find it when in SteamVR. I had to launch from desktop to get it to
work.. This is one of the best hidden-object games on Steam and should be played by any fan of the genre.

The game is gorgeously painted and animated, and though the story isn't especially deep, it's well told through the visual mood
and gameplay. The scenarios aren't very diverse, but they fit together to a convincing whole: you will get to know the mental
hospital quite well by the time you finish the game!

It's nice and long, with plenty of perfectly balanced and pretty hidden-object scenes, and a decent amount of non-trivial point-
and-click adventuring. The game's only deficiency are its mini-game puzzles: there are very few of them, and they are all far, far
too easy.

All in all, it's a satisfying way to spend a few hours for those who enjoy relaxing, atmospheric, visually appealing games that
demand only an attention to detail.. Alright, I feel that I got the most of this game within my ~6hours of gametime. Let's see
why exactly I clicked Not Recommended button.

Quick summary

Pros:
-Fun, fast gameplay with some skill involved
-Many heroes to play, all of them have distinctly different abilities
-Loot system provides basic customization

Cons:
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-Horrible UI and overall lack of critical information
-Poor dificulty curve, areas 1,2 are perfect, 3 is hard as hell and 4,5 are just a breeze. Same with area bosses
-Certain areas have extremely repetative gameplay, spawn points allow for easy abuse
-Almost no replayability aside from trying new hero

Breakdown

Gameplay:
Wave based action with some loot and skill progression. 5 Areas, 5 bosses. Many different heroes to play. Simple and elegant.

Loot:
You have 5 slots that you can equip dropped items to, there are few stats and around 10 Special Abilities attached to the items
themselves. Not much creativity but does the job

Classes:
Truly outstanding feature of this game, all classes feel different, have different tactics and MIGHT have a few distinct builds.

Hero skills:
You have 4 skills (aside from 1 hero who has 7) and you can level them up. This will be very familiar to players of Risk Of
Rain. 4 skills, 4 button to press. Usually is goes something like - basic attack, special attack, dodge ability and some sort of an
ultimate, although it might vary from hero to hero.

UI:
Horrible. Well, maybe close to horrible but still really really bad. When you try to compare pieces of equipment you only see
stat comparison that is already on the previous item. Example - if your item has no armor but has cooldown reduction and if the
new item has armor and has no cooldown reduction it will just show you +33 armor and will not compare non-existent stats. It is
REALLY hard to compare items at a glance and you have to constantly switch from item to item to understand if you want to
use one or another. Skills APPARENTLY have two different power levels, 1 is before you put 4 points into it and 1 is after.
This is NOT mentioned anywhere and seems like a critical piece of information missing. Some skills SEEM to get new abilities
with new power level - life steal, health regen etc , but that is also NOT mentioned anywhere, skill descriptions are only visible
in tutorial and do not provide enough information. You have a certain level requirements to upgrade skill beyong certain level,
but that is badly represented and the only indicator is that they are not hightlighed during the level-up process.

Movement:
Very floaty, has almost no precision, hard to dodge certain attacks. Hitting flying enemies feels like a roulette as you cannot
control angle of attacks

Mobs:
Decent variety, some really cool designs, some (IMHO) horrible decisions on mob power. Area 3 has the most annoying
Spearman that is basically harder than any boss of the game

Bosses:
First 2 bosses are AS COOL AS THEY CAN BE! They are fun to fight, unique and present decent challenge. The rest are
boring and super-easy to fight. Seems like the developer ran out of creativity\\time to polish them

Areas and levels:
Hard to say. Some platfroms, some fires, some nice backgrounds. Nothing special, nothing bad.

Difficulty:
Super-weird. First two levels are nicely balanced and present good challenge. Third Area is just super-hard due to one type of
monster who can silence your attacks, slow you down AND teleport to you to punch you. One wrong move and you are dead.
Fourth and fifth Areas are easy, I have not died once and never even came close to being in trouble. It seems that the late-game
might not be balanced hence the weird difficulty curve

Replayability:
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In my opinion - none. Game is around 3 hours per run, by the end I felt tired and bored. Played a bit of horde mode, got even
more tired and bored.

Overall:
Nice game, but has very little to offer for the price. I would only recommend to buy it of huge sale, around 2-3 dollars just to try
it out

Cheers!. a game that is worth the try :). If you have never played Darkstone before, you're probably not going to like it. It's a
PS1 era game, and it lacks a lot of what people expect from video games nowadays, like an interesting plot, passable graphics,
or a decent combat system.

If, however, you played this game for endless hours back in high school (like yours truly), it's exactly the game you know and
love. You're probably going to have to screw with the compatability and launch settings to get it running correctly, but once you
do it's like you're 15 on summer break again. I missed this game, triangular graphics and all.. putrefaction 2 is an fps that
attempts to recapture the magic of the 90s shooter, it's not finished yet, having 5 levels all of which however are decent in
length. It's a really fun game marred by bugs at the moment, but thankfully none of the ones that I've encountered have been
horifically game breaking. comparing it to other games, I'd say its quake 2 meets painkiller/serious sam and turok the dinosaur
hunter.

Pro's:
The game is fun, fast and fluid. Movement feels good most of the time, (though I'll touch on that in the cons) and the weapons
are all fun to use.

All enemies use projectile weapons, not a bloody hitscamming enemy in sight. (thank bloody God)

Every level thus far is unique, and whilst they typically adhere to a theme they all look and feel different.

The level design is open and non linear, there's gibs and blood, no taking cover, no reloading, it's classic 90s fun.

Con's:
The game is buggy, enemies phasing through the environment at times and getting stuck on nothing, and the hit detection doesn't
always seem to work.

I've gotten stuck on pieces of the environment, especially level 5.

level 5 has halls that are to cramped and short.

The shotguns animation doesn't link up with it's audio, as the player ♥♥♥♥♥ the gun before the sound even plays.

The third level has a boss, which is a passable boss, not great but not bad. But what destroys it is that your given no ammo
before entering, and the ammo present in the area isn't enough to get by on. I scoured the level just to get all the ammo I could
before entering, and by the time I had beaten it, I was completely out of ammo for all but a measly 10 with my pistol, and I had
to fall back on the boss rooms resources. Meaning even the extra ammo was barely enough.

I'm packing a gtx 1070, and this game still dips in the framerate department on occasion, especially in level 5.

This games visuals are... inconsistent. It has no solid style, with some enemies and weapons looking pretty cartoonish when
compared to the rest.

Some of the environments are baron, just large open spaces with nothing.

Verdict:
whilst its had its problems, its an early build, so issues are expected. I enjoyed my time with the game thus far, and can't wait to
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see what's yet to come.

Seriously though, hammer down on the bugs, they're not game breaking but they are painfully noticable and mildly irritating.
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I got banned for playing wtf. Another great story about the end of the world. I'm still curious though as to if there will be a third
one. I did think that this was better written than the first one though. I would definitely suggest giving this a read through. I give
this a 7\/10.. I really tried to like this game, but there are just way better puzzle rpgs out there. The combat is pretty bland, and
very slow. Some of the visuals are cool, but im glad i only spent $5 on this. This reminds of me a F2P game more than an actual
release.. This game is almost good. But it's far too boring. The music is horrible, the sound of the gun shooting (which you hear
constantly since all you do is hold the shoot button) is one of the most annoying sounds I have ever heard. THe difficulty is nice,
but it doesn't have any incentive to play it.

Plus the developers are obnoxious brats who had their metacritic score removed from the store page because it was bad.. Ok
casual puzzler

65/100. This is a pretty fun top-down shooter. The visuals are nice and the controls are smooth. The weapon selection is good
and provides some good ways of dealing with certain situations. For example, the MIRV is useful for taking out enemies on the
other sides of barriers.

However, it's a little short, and the difficulty curve is all over the place. I played on Arcade (easy mode) because I'm a casual
babby. But every now and then, a really difficult level would pop up that would make me want to rage quit.

The final boss was rightfully difficult, but perhaps TOO difficult. The only way I managed to defeat it was to get it into a corner
by a fence and then spam Beam Cannon through said fence. Beating it was satisfying, but it felt cheap at the same time.

One more thing I should mention is that I had a few technical problems with this game. I'm not sure if this exclusive to nVidia
users, but I had to enter "sv_gameplayfix_nudgeoutofsolid 1" in the console to fix some major slowdown on a few levels, such
as the second tutorial level. Otherwise, the game ran fine.. This is a great retro style platformer. Some of the jumping and
crouching mechanics are hit or miss and feel a bit clunky. The story is meh (but who is going to play it for the narrative?).
Soundtrack is pretty good though it does loop.
The art is also really nice.
All in all a great little game that I have enjoyed plus its dirt cheap.. Love the GT cars and the DLC in general, however the ERS
is a crappy gimmick that should be optional. Also, three qualifying rounds is overdone.
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